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The problem of cognition 

Cognitive science has been beset for 30 years by disputes about the nature 

and extension of cognition, its object of study. There is general agreement 

that behavior-regulating brain processes are cognitive. However, there is 

open dispute about whether cognitive processes include things that  

happen outside the brain (in the body or the environment), or things that 

happen in robots, plants, or microbes. I call these disputes the cognition 

border wars. These disputes might all be settled if we were to discover a 

mark of the cognitive that serves as a decisive criterion for demarcating 

cognitive phenomena from non-cognitive phenomena. Many candidate 

marks have been defended, each defending some controversial answers to 

the open questions of the border wars. 

Ecumenical extensional adequacy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One way past this stalemate is to formulate a criterion that captures the 

variance in expert opinion, rather than one that defends a controversial 

position. Whereas a sectarian criterion of extensional adequacy demands 

a dichotomous sorting of phenomena into  

 • the cognitive 

 • the non-cognitive 

Ecumenical extensional adequacy, by contrast, requires a trichotomous 

sorting of phenomena into 

 • those generally agreed to be cognitive 

 • those generally agreed to be non-cognitive 

 • those that engender controversy as to whether they are cognitive 

An ecumenically adequate criterion would not settle the open questions, 

but could make explicit how cognitive scientists think about cognition. 

Reproducing expert disagreement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

The sensitive management hypothesis is an ecumenically extensionally 

adequate criterion for cognition. It may reveal how cognitive scientists in 

general conceptualize their object of study. 
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Parameterization 

One way to achieve ecumenical adequacy is to provide a criterion that is  

parameterized. A parameterized criterion contains terms that are acknowl-

edged to have several legitimate interpretations. For example, consider the 

Justified True Belief (JTB) criterion for knowledge. There are many interpre-

tations of what it means to be justified, or to be true, or to be a belief. Let 

these expressions that admit multiple interpretations be called parameters. 

The sensitive management hypothesis 

 

 

 

 

 

The highlighted expressions are parameters whose interpretation may vary 

according to the background commitments of scientists. This criterion accu-

rately classifies various cases as cognitive, non-cognitive, and controversial. 

 

Cognition is the operation of a mechanism m, where  

• m belongs to an organism o, 

• m is sensitive to the circumstances of o, and 

• m manages the behavior of o. 

Venn diagrams representing extensions. A: a classical extension with dichoto-

mous sorting. B: an ecumenical extension with trichotomous sorting.  

C: a trichotomous sorting approximated by parameterization. 
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Selected interpretations of  BELONG TO AN ORGANISM 

corporeal elements of 

biological organisms 

corporeal elements of 

Darwinian individuals 

mechanisms subserving 

Darwinian individuals 

mechanisms subserving 

systems apt for goal-ascription 

Selected interpretations of  SENSITIVITY  TO CIRCUMSTANCES 

classical representations 

with non-derived content 
classical representations 

pushmi-pullyu representations operations of adaptive mechanisms 


